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ABSTRACT
Conversational question answering (QA) requires answers condi-
tioned on the previous turns of the conversation. We address the
conversational QA task by decomposing it into question rewriting
and question answering subtasks, and conduct a systematic evalua-
tion of this approach on two publicly available datasets. Question
rewriting is designed to reformulate ambiguous questions, depen-
dent on the conversation context, into unambiguous questions that
are fully interpretable outside of the conversation context. Thereby,
standard QA components can consume such explicit questions di-
rectly. The main benefit of this approach is that the same questions
can be used for querying different information sources, e.g., mul-
tiple 3rd-party QA services simultaneously, as well as provide a
human-readable interpretation of the question in context. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate question rewrit-
ing on the conversational question answering task and show its
improvement over the end-to-end baselines. Moreover, our con-
versational QA architecture based on question rewriting sets the
new state of the art on the TREC CAsT 2019 dataset with a 28%
improvement in MAP and 21% in NDCG@3. Our detailed analysis
of the evaluation results provide insights into the sensitivity of QA
models to question reformulation, and demonstrates the strengths
and weaknesses of the retrieval and extractive QA architectures,
that should be reflected in their integration.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Question answering; Query refor-
mulation; Information retrieval; Information extraction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Extending question answering systems to a conversational setting
is a natural development that allows smooth interactions with a
digital assistant [10]. This transition requires taking care of com-
plex linguistic phenomena characteristic of a human dialogue, such
as anaphoric expressions and ellipsis [29]. Such contextual depen-
dencies refer back to the previous conversational turns, which are
necessary to correctly interpret the question.
In this paper, we propose to address the task of conversational
QA by decomposing it into two sub-tasks: (1) a question rewriting
(QR) model that given previous conversational turns produces an
explicit (contextually independent) question, which can then be
used as an input to (2) a standard question answering (QA)model that
can process explicit questions outside of the conversation context.
Thereby, an explicit question serves as an intermediate output that
connects QR with QA components. This setup offers a wide range
of advantages in comparison with training a single conversational
QA model end-to-end:
(1) Interpretability: Since contextual dependencies in a con-
versation are resolved explicitly by rewriting questions it
becomes possible to separate errors that originate from in-
correct context interpretation from the errors that stem from
the questions answering phase. Our error analysis makes
full use of this feature by investigating different sources of
error and their correlation.
(2) Reuse: Since QR produces an explicit question that can be
answered by non-conversational QA models, we can lever-
age existing QA models and datasets without the need to
re-design architectures to handle conversational context. Ad-
ditionally, a QR model can be pre-trained once, and reused
with a variety of standard QA models.
(3) Modularity: QR setup makes it possible to query multi-
ple remote 3rd-party APIs suitable for QA over different
collections. This is a realistic scenario, in which informa-
tion is distributed across a network of heterogenous nodes
that do not share internal representations. Natural language
provides a suitable communication protocol between these
components [25].
Previous work on QR for conversational QA [8] evaluates QR
performance using intrinsic quality of question rewrites. Text simi-
larity metrics used for evaluation were already shown to be flawed
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on other generative tasks [17, 34]. Consequently, there is no evi-
dence that an improvement in a QR model, as evaluated by these
metrics, will translate to better end-to-end performance in conver-
sational QA. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to
bridge this gap.
Two dimensions in which QA tasks vary are: the type of data
source used to retrieve the answer (e.g., a paragraph, a document
collection, or a knowledge graph); and the expected answer type
(a text span, a ranked list of passages, or an entity). In this paper,
we experiment with two variants of the QA task: retrieval QA, the
task of finding an answer to a given natural-language question
as a ranked list of relevant passages given a document collection;
and extractive QA, the task of finding an answer to a given natural-
language question as a text span within a given passage.
Though the two QA tasks are complementary to each other, in
this paper we focus on the QR task and its ability to enable different
types of QA models within a conversational setting. We use both
retrieval and extractive QA tasks to examine the effect of the QR
component on the end-to-end conversational QA performance.
Our main contribution is a systematic evaluation of the QR
approach on the conversational QA task. We examine the effect of
QR on two different QA architectures in parallel to demonstrate
how the differences in the setup affect the QA performance and the
types of errors. This analysis is performed to better understand the
interaction between the components and their limitations which
have implications on further integration.
The approach described in this paper outperforms all other pub-
lished methods on both conversational QA datasets used for evalu-
ation. Moreover, we show that QR performance metrics correctly
predict the model which consistently performs better across both
QA datasets. We also demonstrate how correlation in the perfor-
mance metrics and question rewrites can be used as a tool for
diagnosing QA models.
2 RELATEDWORK
Conversational QA is an extension of the standard QA task that
introduces contextual dependencies between the input question
and the previous dialogue turns. Several datasets were recently
proposed extending different QA tasks to a conversational setting
including extractive [2, 26], retrieval [5] and knowledge graph
QA [3, 12]. One common approach to conversational QA is to ex-
tend the input of a QA model by appending previous conversation
turns [3, 13, 22]. Such approach, however falls short in case of re-
trieval QA, which requires a concise query as input to the candidate
selection step, such as BM25 [21]. Results of the recent TREC CAsT
track demonstrated that co-reference models are also not sufficient
to resolve the missing context in the follow-up questions [5]. A
considerable gap between the performance of automated rewriting
approaches and manual human annotations call for new architec-
tures that are capable of retrieving relevant answers from large text
collection using conversational context.
In this paper we explore an alternative to training an end-to-end
conversational QA model by separating it into QR and QA subtasks.
We present the results of our experiments with the state-of-the-art
text generation approach applied to resolve missing conversation
context in the follow-up questions. QR is designed to handle conver-
sation context and produce an equivalent question that no longer
depends on the conversation context, i.e., with anaphoras and other
contextual ambiguities resolved. The output of QR model can then
be used by a standard QA model pretrained on non-conversational
datasets, such as SQuAD [24], WikiQA [33] or TrecQA [30].
QR has been already shown effective for multi-turn chitchat and
task-oriented dialogues [25, 28]. These settings are dissimilar to ours
since they use different evaluation criteria. Instead of measuring
slot-matching and intent detection performance as in task-oriented
dialogue systems or user engagement as in chit-chat, we evaluate
open-domain QA. As we show in our experimental evaluation, this
directly correlates with the QR performance. In this paper, we show
that QR is well suited for open-domain conversational QA and
demonstrate that QR helps to achieve superior performance on this
task. The setup we propose also provides a convenient framework
for measuring performance of the individual components.
Question rewriting for conversational QA was initially proposed
by Elgohary et al., who released the CANARD dataset that contains
human rewrites of questions from QuAC. However, the evaluation
of the question rewriting approaches trained on this task was lim-
ited to the intrinsic metrics reported in the original paper [16]. No
evaluation of the end-to-end performance using the generated ques-
tion rewrites or the impact of the errors propagating from this stage
to the question answering stage was reported to date. We close this
research gap by training several question rewriting models and in-
tegrating them with the state-of-the-art question answering models
based on different Transformer architectures. Finally, we show that
the same QR model trained on the question rewrites for extractive
QA can as well extend a standard retrieval QA model trained on
the passage ranking task [19] to perform conversational QA on the
TREC CAsT dataset.
3 APPROACH
QR allows to use existing retrieval and extractive QA models to
conversational QA setting by introducing a question rewriting
component that generates explicit questions interpretable outside
of the conversation context (see Figure 1 for an illustrative example).
To evaluate question rewriting for conversational QA on the end-
to-end task, we set up two different QA models independently from
each other: one of them is designed for passage retrieval and one
for answer extraction from a passage. This setup allows us to better
examine performance of the individual components and analyze
similarities and differences between retrieval and extractive models
that can provide insights on the potential for a better integration
of all three components together.
3.1 Question Rewriting
Given a conversation context C and a potentially implicit ques-
tion Q , a question which may require the conversation context
C to be fully interpretable, the task of a question rewriting (QR)
model is to generate an explicit question Q ′ which is equivalent
to Q under conversation context C and has the same correct an-
swer A. We use a model for question rewriting, which employs
a unidirectional Transformer decoder [23] for both encoding the
input sequence and decoding the output sequence. The input to the
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Question 
Rewriting
Question 
Answering
- Where is Xi’an? 
- Shaanxi, China
What is the GDP of Xi’an?
- What is its GDP?
95 Billion USD
Explicit 
question
Q’ AnswerA
Implicit 
question
Q
Conversation 
context
C
  Passage collectionP
Xi’an is a capital of Shaanxi … 
… estimated GDP 95 Billion USD 
Xi'an’s GDP reached US$11.3 …
Figure 1: Our approach for end-to-end conversational QA relies on the question rewriting component to handle conversation
context and produce an explicit question that can be fed to standard, non-conversational QA components.
model is the question with previous conversation turns (we use 5
previous turns in our experiments) turned into token sequences
separated with a special [SEP] token. The training objective is to
predict the output tokens provided in the ground truth question
rewrites produced by human annotators. The model is trained via
teacher forcing approach, which is a standard technique for train-
ing language generation models, to predict every next token in
the output sequence given all the preceding tokens. The loss is
calculated as negative log-likelihood (cross-entropy) between the
output distribution D ′ ∈ R |V | over the vocabulary V , and the one-
hot vector yQ ′ ∈ R |V | for the correct token from the ground truth:
loss = −yQ ′ logD ′. At training time the output sequence is shifted
by one token and is used as input to predict all next tokens of the
output sequence at once. At inference time, the model uses maxi-
mum likelihood estimation to select the next token from the final
distribution D ′ (greedy decoding), as shown in Figure 2.
We further increase capacity of our generative model by learning
to combine several separate distributions (D ′1 and D
′
2 in Figure 2).
The final distribution D ′ is then produced as a weighted sum of
the intermediate distributions: D ′ = ∑mi=0 αiD ′i (m = 2 in our
experiments). To produce D ′i ∈ R |V | we pass the last hidden state
of the Transformer Decoder h ∈ Rd through a separate linear layer
for each intermediary distribution: D ′i =W
H
i h + b
H , whereW Hi is
the weight matrix and bH is the bias. For the weighting coefficients
αi we use the matrix of input embeddings X ∈ Rn×d , where n is
the maximum sequence length and d is the embedding dimension,
and the weights of the first attention head of the Transformer
Decoder G ∈ Rn×d put through a layer normalization function:
αi =W
G
i norm(G)+W Xi x+bαi , where allW are the weight matrices
and bαi is the bias.
3.2 Retrieval QA
In the retrieval QA settings, the task is to produce a ranked list of
text passages from a collection, ordered by their relevance to a given
a natural language question [7, 19]. We employ a state-of-the-art
approach to retrieval QA, which consists of two phases: candidate
selection and passage re-ranking. In the first phase, a traditional
retrieval algorithm (BM25) is used to quickly sift through the in-
dexed collection retrieving top-k passages ranked by relevance to
Xi’an
Layer Norm
Feed Forward
Multi-Head Attention
Where is … <sep> What is its GDP? <go> What is the GDP of
Q’ 
+C Q Q’+
+
0.120.00 0.050.010.24
0.010.04 0.050.04
its GDPis WhatChinaShaanxiXi’anWhere
0.02
α1D′ 1
α2D′ 2
Transformer 
Decoder
0.01 0.06 0.01 0.02
0.03 0.02 0.03
0.11
Figure 2: The question rewriting component uses the Trans-
former Decoder architecture, to recursively generate the to-
kens of an "explicit" question. At inference time, the gener-
ated output is appended to the input sequence for the next
timestep in the sequence.
the input questionQ ′. In the second phase, a more computationally-
expensive model is used to re-rank all question-answer candidate
pairs formed using the previously retrieved set of k passages. For re-
ranking, we use a binary classification model that predicts whether
the passage answers a question, i.e., the output of the model is the
relevance score in the interval [0, 1]. The input to the re-ranking
model is the concatenated question and passage with a separation
token in between (see Figure 3 for themodel overview). Themodel is
initialized with weights learned from unsupervised pre-training on
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the language modeling (masked token prediction) task (BERT) [6].
During fine-tuning, the training objective is to reduce cross-entropy
loss, using relevant passages and non-relevant passages from the
top-k candidate passages.
Q’ 
P
What is the GDP of Xi’an? <sep> … estimated GDP 95 Billion USD … <end>
Layer Norm
Feed Forward
Multi-Head Attention
+Q’ P’ 
top-k passages
Candidate 
Selection
 
… estimated GDP 95 Billion USD 
Xi'an’s GDP reached US$11.3 … 
Xi’an is a capital of Shaanxi …
top-k passages
re-ranking
Softmax
0.98Relevance score
Transformer 
Encoder
Figure 3: Retrieval QA component includes two sequential
phases: candidate selection (BM25) followed by passage re-
ranking (Transformer Encoder).
3.3 Extractive QA
The task of extractive QA is given a natural language question
and a single passage find an answer as a contiguous text span
within the given passage [24]. Our model for extractive QA consists
of a Transformer-based bidirectional encoder (BERT) [6] and an
output layer predicting the answer span. The input to the model is
the sequence of tokens formed by concatenating a question and a
passage separated with a special [SEP] token. The encoder layers
are initialized with the weights of a Transformer model pre-trained
on an unsupervised task (masked token prediction). The output
of the Transformer encoder is a hidden vector Ti for each token i
of the input sequence. For fine-tuning the model on the extractive
QA task, we add weight matricesW s ,W e and biases bs , be that
produce two probability distributions over all the tokens of the
given passage separately for the start (S) and end position (E) of
the answer span. For each token i the output of the Transformer
encoder Ti is passed through a linear layer, followed by a softmax
normalizing the output logits over all the tokens into probabilities:
Si =
eW
s ·Ti+bs∑n
j=1 e
W s ·Tj+bs Ei =
eWe ·Ti+be∑n
j=1 e
W e ·Tj+be (1)
The model is then trained to minimize cross-entropy between the
predicted start/end positions (Si and Ei ) and the correct ones from
the ground truth (yS and yE are one-hot vectors indicating the
correct start and end tokens of the answer span):
loss = −
n∑
i=1
yS log Si −
n∑
i=1
yE logEi (2)
At inference time all possible answer spans from position i to posi-
tion j , where j ≥ i , are scored by the sum of end and start positions’
probabilities: Si + Ej . The output of the model is the maximum
scoring span (see Figure 4 for the model overview).
21% of the CANARD (QuAC) examples are Not Answerable (NA)
by the provided passage. To enable our model to make No Answer
predictions we prepend a special [CLS] token to the beginning of
the input sequence. For all No Answer samples we set both the
gold truth start and end positions spans to this token’s position
(0). Likewise, at inference time, predicting this special token is
equivalent to a No Answer prediction for the given example.
0.62
What is the GDP of Xi’an? <sep> … estimated GDP 95 Billion USD … <end>
95 Billion USD
Transformer 
Encoder
…
…0.310.230.040.120.050.01
0.110.03 0.010.04
Layer Norm
Feed Forward
Multi-Head Attention
+Q’ 
A
P’ 
estimated GDP  95 Billion USD
0.01 start span
end spanE
S
Figure 4: Extractive QA component predicts a span of text in
the paragraph P’, given an input sequence with the question
Q’ and passage P’.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the following subsections we describe the datasets used for train-
ing and evaluation, the set of metrics for each of the components,
our baselines and details of the implementation.
4.1 Datasets
We chose two conversational QA datasets for the evaluation of
our approach: (1) CANARD, derived from Question Answering in
Context (QuAC) for extractive conversational QA [2], and (2) TREC
CAsT for retrieval conversational QA [5].
Following the setup of the TREC CAsT 2019, we use the MS
MARCO Passage Ranking [19] and the TREC CAR [7] paragraph
collections. After de-duplication, the MS MARCO collection con-
tains 8.6M documents and the TREC CAR – 29.8M documents.
We evaluated on the test set with relevance judgements for 173
questions across 20 dialogues (topics).
CANARD [8] is built upon the QuAC dataset [2] by employing
human annotators to rewrite original questions from QuAC dia-
logues into explicit questions. CANARD contains 40.5k pairs of
question rewrites that can be matched to the original answers in
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Table 1: Datasets used for training and evaluation (with the
number of questions in parenthesis).
Question Retrieval ExtractiveTasks Rewriting QA QA
MS MARCO MultiQA (75k)Train CANARD (35k) (399k) CANARD (35k)
TREC CAsT (173) TREC CAsTTest CANARD (5.5k) (173) CANARD (5.5k)
QuAC. We use CANARD splits for training and evaluation. Each an-
swer in QuAC is annotated with a Wikipedia passage from which
it was extracted alongside the correct answer spans within this
passage. We use the question rewrites provided in CANARD and
passages with answer spans from QuAC. In our experiments, we
refer to this joint dataset as CANARD for brevity.
See Table 1 for the overview of the datasets. Since TREC CAsT
is relatively small we use only CANARD for training QR. The same
QR model trained on CANARD is evaluated on both CANARD
and TREC CAsT. The model for retrieval QA is tuned on a sample
from the MS MARCO passage ranking dataset, which includes
relevance judgements for 12.8M query-passage pairs with 399k
unique queries [20]. The model for extractive QA is pre-trained on
MultiQA dataset, which contains 75k QA pairs from six standard
QA benchmarks [9].
4.2 Metrics
Mean average precision (MAP), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), nor-
malized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@3) and precision on
the top-passage (P@1) evaluate quality of passage ranking. 1000
documents are evaluated per query with a relevance judgement
value cut-off level of 2. We use F1 and Exact Match (EM) for extrac-
tive QA, which measure word token overlap between the predicted
answer span and the ground truth. We also report accuracy for
questions without answers in the given passage (NA Acc).
Our analysis showed that ROUGE recall calculated for unigrams
(ROUGE-1 recall) correlates with the human judgement of the ques-
tion rewriting performance (Pearson 0.69), which we adopt for our
experiments as well. ROUGE [15] is a standard metric estimating
lexical overlap, which is often used in text summarization and other
text generation tasks. We also calculate question similarity scores
using the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) model [1] (Pearson
0.71).
4.3 QR Baselines
The baselines were designed to challenge the need for a separate
QR component by incorporating previous turns as direct input to
custom QA components. Manual rewrites by human annotators
provide the upper-bound performance for a QR approach and allows
for an ablation study of the down-stream QA components.
Original. Original questions from the conversational QA datasets
without any question rewriting.
Original + k-DT.. Our baseline approach for extractive QA
prepends the previous k questions to the original question to com-
pensate for the missing context. The questions are separated with
a special token and used as input to the Transformer model. We
report the results for k = {1, 2, 3}.
Original + k-DT*. Since in the first candidate selection phase
we use BM25 retrieval function which operates on a bag-of-words
representation, we modify the baseline approach for retrieval QA
as follows. We select keywords from k prior conversation turns (not
including current turn) based on their inverse document frequency
(IDF) scores and append them to the original question of the current
turn. We use the keyword-augmented query as the search query
for Anserini [32], a Lucene toolkit for replicable information re-
trieval research, and if we use BERT re-ranking we concatenate the
keyword-augmented query with the passages retrieved from the
keyword-augmented query. We use the keywords with IDF scores
above the threshold of 0.0001, which was selected based on a 1
million document sample of the MS MARCO corpus.
Human. To provide an upper bound (skyline), we evaluate all
our models on the question rewrites manually produced by human
annotators.
4.4 QR Models
In addition to the baselines described above, we chose several alter-
native models for question rewriting of the conversational context:
(1) co-reference resolution as in the TREC CAsT challenge; (2)
PointerGenerator proposed in the related work for CANARD but
not evaluated on the end-to-end conversational QA task [8]; (3)
CopyTransformer extension of the PointerGenerator model that
replaces the bi-LSTM encoder-decoder architecture with the same
Transformer Decoder model as in ActionGenerator. All models,
except co-reference, were trained on the train split of the CANARD
dataset. Question rewrites are generated turn by turn for each di-
alogue recursively using already generated rewrites as previous
turns. This is the same setup as in the TREC CAsT evaluation.
Co-reference. Anaphoric expressions in original questions are
replaced with their antecedents from the previous dialogue turns.
Co-reference dependencies are detected using a publicly avail-
able neural co-reference resolution model that was trained on the
OntoNotes corpus [14].1
PointerGenerator. A sequence-to-sequence model for text gen-
eration with bi-LSTM encoder and a pointer-generator decoder [27].
CopyTransformer. The Transformer decoder, which, similar
to pointer-generator model, uses one of the attention heads as a
pointer [11]. The model is initialized with the weights of a pre-
trained GPT2 model [23, 31] (Medium-sized GPT-2 English model:
24-layer, 1024-hidden, 16-heads, 345M parameters) and then fine-
tuned on the question rewriting task.2
ActionGenerator. The Transformer-based model described in
Section 3.1. ActionGenerator is initialized with the weights of the
pre-trained GPT2 model, same as in CopyTransformer.
1https://github.com/kentonl/e2e-coref
2https://huggingface.co/transformers/pretrained_models.html
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4.5 QA Models
Our retrieval QA approach is implemented as proposed in [20]
using Anserini for the candidate selection phase with BM25 (top-
1000 passages) and BERTLARGE for the passage re-ranking phase
(Anserini + BERT). Both components were fine-tuned only on the
MS MARCO dataset (k1 = 0.82,b = 0.68).3
We train several models for extractive QA on different variants of
the training set based on the CANARD training set [8]. All models
are first initialized with the weights of the BERTLARGE model pre-
trained using the whole word masking [6].
CANARD-O.. The baseline models were trained using original
(implicit) questions of the CANARD training set with a dialogue
context of varying length (Original and Original + k-DT). The
models are trained separately for each k = {0, 1, 2, 3}, where k = 0
corresponds to the model trained only on the original questions
without any previous dialogue turns.
CANARD-H.. To accommodate input of the question rewriting
models, we train a QA model that takes human rewritten ques-
tion from the CANARD dataset as input without any additional
conversation context, i.e., as in the standard QA task.
MultiQA→ CANARD-H.. Since the setup with rewritten ques-
tions does not differ from the standard QA task, we experiment
with pretraining the extractive QA model on the MultiQA dataset
with explicit questions [9], using parameter choices introduced
by Longpre et al. [18]. We further fine-tune this model on the tar-
get CANARD dataset to adopt the model to a different type of QA
samples in CANARD (see Figure 6).
5 RESULTS
Our proposed approach, using question rewriting for conversa-
tional QA, consistently outperforms the baselines that use previous
dialogue turns, in both retrieval and extractive QA tasks. The Point-
erGenerator network that was previously proposed for the QR task
in [8] is the weakest rewriting model according to the end-to-end
QA results (MAP 0.100 F1 57.37). This result was not apparent from
the QR evaluation metric reported in Table 2.
Passage re-ranking with BERT always improves ranking results
(almost a two-fold increase in MAP, see Table 3). The best question
rewriting model, ActionGenerator, when used together with BERT
re-ranking and Anserini retrieval, sets the new state of the art on
the TREC CAsT dataset with a 28% improvement in MAP and 21%
in NDCG@3 over the top automatic run [4]. Keyword-based base-
lines (Original + k-DT*) prove to be very strong outperforming
both Co-reference and PointerGenerator models on all three per-
formance metrics. Both MRR and NDCG@3 are increasing with the
number of turns used for sampling keywords, while MAP is slightly
decreasing, which indicates that it brings more relevant results at
the very top of the rank but non-relevant results also receive higher
scores. In contrast, the baseline results for Anserini + BERT model
indicate that the re-ranking performance for all metrics decreases
if the keywords from more than 2 previous turns are added to the
original question. Similarly, we observe a performance peak of the
F1 measure at k = 2 in the extractive QA settings (see Table 4).
3https://github.com/nyu-dl/dl4marco-bert
Table 2: Evaluation results of the QR models. *Human per-
formance is measured as the difference between two inde-
pendent annotators’ rewritten questions, averaged over 100
examples. This provides an estimate of the upper bound.
Test Set Question ROUGE USE EM
CANARD Original 0.51 0.73 0.12
Co-reference 0.68 0.83 0.48
PointerGenerator 0.75 0.83 0.22
CopyTransformer 0.78 0.87 0.56
ActionGenerator 0.81 0.89 0.63
Human* 0.84 0.90 0.33
TREC CAsT Original 0.67 0.80 0.28
Co-reference 0.71 0.80 0.13
PointerGenerator 0.71 0.82 0.17
CopyTransformer 0.82 0.90 0.49
ActionGenerator 0.90 0.94 0.58
Human* 1.00 1.00 1.00
Table 3: Retrieval QA results on the TREC CAsT test set.
QA Input QA Model MAP MRR NDCG@3
Original Anserini 0.089 0.245 0.131
Original + 1-DT* 0.133 0.343 0.199
Original + 2-DT* 0.130 0.374 0.213
Original + 3-DT* 0.127 0.396 0.223
Co-reference 0.109 0.298 0.172
PointerGenerator 0.100 0.273 0.159
CopyTransformer 0.148 0.375 0.213
ActionGenerator 0.190 0.441 0.265
Human 0.218 0.500 0.315
Original Anserini 0.172 0.403 0.265
Original + 1-DT* +BERT 0.230 0.535 0.378
Original + 2-DT* 0.245 0.576 0.404
Original + 3-DT* 0.238 0.575 0.401
Co-reference 0.201 0.473 0.316
PointerGenerator 0.183 0.451 0.298
CopyTransformer 0.284 0.628 0.440
ActionGenerator 0.341 0.716 0.529
Human 0.405 0.879 0.589
Training an extractive QA model on rewritten questions im-
proves the performance even when the original questions are used
as input at inference time (CANARD-H in Table 4). The tendency of
the extractive model to hit correct answers even with incomplete in-
formation from ambiguous questions is also observable in Figure 7.
In comparison with the retrieval QA performance across different
question formulations on the left plot, extractive model answers
twice as much questions without rewriting correctly, i.e. the impact
of rewriting original questions is much more pronounced in re-
trieval QA (middle layers in the left plot). The anomalous behaviour
of the extractive model to answer the original implicit question
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Figure 5: Precision-recall curve illustrating model perfor-
mance on the TREC CAsT test set for Anserini + BERT.
Table 4: Extractive QA results on the CANARD test set.
QA Input Training Set EM F1 NA Acc
Original CANARD-O 38.68 53.65 66.55
Original + 1-DT 42.04 56.40 66.72
Original + 2-DT 41.29 56.68 68.11
Original + 3-DT 42.16 56.20 68.72
Original CANARD-H 39.44 54.02 65.42
Original MultiQA→ 41.32 54.97 65.84
Co-reference CANARD-H 42.70 57.59 66.20
PointerGenerator 41.93 57.37 63.16
CopyTransformer 42.67 57.62 68.02
ActionGenerator 43.39 58.16 68.29
Human 45.40 60.48 70.55
but not when it was explicitly reformulated by a human annotator
(green and purple in the right plot) is almost absent in the retrieval
model analysis (see also the sparse rows in Table 3).
Pre-training on MultiQA improves performance of the extractive
QA model. The style of questions in CANARD dataset is rather
different from other QA tasks and the Figure 6 shows that even a
little training data for CANARD helps to immediately boost the
performance of a pre-trained model.
The precision-recall trade-off curve in Figure 5 shows that ques-
tion rewriting performance is close to the performance achieved
by manually rewriting implicit questions. Precision is decreasing
rapidly and is below 0.1 when optimised for full recall. At the same
time, the performance results of the extractive QA suggest that the
model can not discriminate well the passages that do not have an an-
swer to the question (71% accuracy on the human rewrites). Since
the proportion of irrelevant passages produced by the retrieval
component is twice the proportion of non-answerable questions
in CANARD, the error rate is expected to increase when these
components are combined.
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Figure 6: Effect from fine-tuning the MultiQA model on a
portion of the target CANARD-H dataset, visualizing do-
main shift between the datasets. Median, quartiles, and
min/max are given by the red lines, boxes and whiskers, re-
spectively.
6 ERROR ANALYSIS
For every answer in the datasets we have three question formu-
lations: (1) an original, possibly implicit, question (Original), and
question rewrites that were produced either (2) by one of our QR
models (we take the rewrites generated by the best QR model –
ActionGenerator (QR) or (3) by a human annotator (Human). Ta-
ble 5 allows us to better analyze the types of errors by grouping
QA samples based on the performance of the retrieval QA compo-
nent when given each of the specified question formulations. For
example, the first row of the table indicates the number of samples
where neither generated rewrite nor human rewrite were able to
solicit the correct answer when measured by P@1, i.e., at the first
position in the ranking. Therefore, all of these 49 error cases can
be attributed to the retrieval QA component.
There are two anecdotal cases where our QR component was
able to generate rewrites that helped to produce better ranking
than the human-written questions. The first example shows that
the re-ranking model does not handle paraphrases well. Original
question: “What are good sources in food?”, human rewrite: “What
are good sources of melatonin in food?”, model rewrite: “What are
good sources in food for melatonin”. In the second example the
human annotator and our model chose different context to dis-
ambiguate the original question. Original question: “What about
environmental factors?”, human rewrite: “What about environmen-
tal factors during the Bronze Age collapse?”, model rewrite: “What
about environmental factors that lead to led to a breakdown of trade”.
Even though both model rewrites are not grammatically correct
they solicited correct top-answers, while the human rewrites failed,
which indicate flaws in the QA model performance.
More generally, assuming that humans always make correct
question rewrites, we can attribute all cases in which they did not
result in a correct answer as errors of the QA component (rows 1-4
in Tables 5-6). The next two rows 5-6 show the cases, where human
rewrites succeeded but the model rewrites failed, which we consider
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Figure 7: Break-down analysis (best in color) with a sliding threshold for both retrieval (left) and extractive QA (right) results.
The plot shows the difference between error distributions in retrieval and extractive settings. Most of the correct spans can be
extracted given a relevant passage even with an original ambiguous question (the pink region in the bottom).
Table 5: Break-down analysis of all retrieval QA results for
the TREC CAsT dataset. Each row represents a group of QA
samples that exhibit similar behaviour.✓ indicates that the
answer produced by the QA model was correct or × – in-
correct, according to the thresholds provided in the right
columns.We consider three types of input for everyQA sam-
ple: the question from the test set (Original), generated by
the best QR model (ActionGenerator) or rewritten manu-
ally (Human). The numbers correspond to the count of QA
samples for each of the groups. The numbers in parenthesis
indicate how many questions do not require rewriting, i.e.,
should be copied from the original.
P@1 NDCG@3
Original QR Human = 1 > 0 ≥ 0.5 = 1
× × × 49 (14) 10 (1) 55 (20) 154 (49)
✓ × × 0 0 0 0
× ✓ × 2 0 1 0
✓ ✓ × 0 1 1 0
× × ✓ 19 10 25 4
✓ × ✓ 0 1 0 0
× ✓ ✓ 48 63 47 11
✓ ✓ ✓ 55 (37) 88 (52) 44 (33) 4 (4)
Total 173 (53)
to be a likely error of the QR component. The last two rows are true
positives for our model, where the last row combines cases where
the original question was just copied without rewriting (numbers
in brackets) and other cases when rewriting was not required.
The majority of errors stem from the QA model: 29% of the test
samples for retrieval and 55% for extractive estimated for P@1 and
F1, comparing to 11% and 5% for QR respectively. It is a rough
estimate since we can not tell whether the cases failing QA did not
fail QR as well. Another interesting observation is that 10% of the
questions in TREC CAsT were rewriten by human annotators that
did not need rewriting to retrieve the correct answer. For CANARD
the majority of questions (62%) can be correctly answered without
question rewriting even when the questions are ambiguous.
Correlation between QR and QA metrics. To discover the in-
teraction between QR and QA metrics, we discarded all questions
that do not lead to correct answers for human rewrites (top 4 rows)
and then measure correlation between ROUGE scores and P@1.
There is a strong correlation for ROUGE = 1, i.e., when the gen-
erated rewrite is very close to the human one, but when ROUGE
< 1 the answer is less predictable: even for rewrites that have a
relatively small lexical overlap with the ground-truth (ROUGE ≤
0.4) it is possible to retrieve a correct answer, and vice versa.
We explore this effect further by comparing differences in an-
swers produced for human and model rewrites of the same question
irrespective of the correct answer. Figure 8 demonstrates strong
correlation between question similarity, as measured by ROUGE,
and answer set similarity, as measured by recall of the answers
produced for the human rewrites. Recall correlates with ROUGE
more than precision. Points in the bottom right of this plot show
sensitivity of the QA component, where similar questions lead
to different answer rankings. The data points that are close the
top center area indicate weakness of the QR metric as a proxy for
the QA results: often questions do not have to be the same as the
ground truth questions to solicit the same answers. The blank area
in the top-left from the diagonal shows that a lexical overlap is
required to produce the same answer set, which is likely due to the
candidate filtering phase based on the bag-of-word representation
matching. ROUGE and Jaccard in extractive QA show only weak
correlation (Pearson 0.31). The extractive model is very sensitive to
slight input perturbations and provides the same answer to very
distinct questions. Correlation of the QA performance with USE
metric is less than with ROUGE for both models and the outliers
do not correspond to paraphrases.
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Figure 8: Strong correlation (Pearson 0.77) between question
similarity (ROUGE) and top-10 relevant passages produced
by the retrieval QA model (Recall).
QA sensitivity. We showed that QA results can provide an esti-
mate of the question similarity. However, this property is directly
dependent on the ability of the QA component to match equivalent
questions to the same answer. Alternative question rewrites allow
us to evaluate robustness and consistency of the QA models. Our
analysis indicates that small perturbations of the input question,
such as anaphora resolution, has a considerable impact on the an-
swer ranking, e.g., the pair of the original question: “Who are the
Hamilton Electors and what were they trying to do?”, and the hu-
man rewrite: “Who are the Hamilton Electors and what were the
Hamilton Electors trying to do?” produce ROUGE = 1 but R@1000
= 0.33. We identified many cases in which inability of the QR com-
ponent to generate apostrophes jeopardized relevance matching.
These results demonstrate the complexity of error estimation
for this task. When asked for a human judgment of the quality
of the generated rewrites independent from the QA results, little
deviations may not seem important, but from the pragmatic point of
view they have an impact on the overall performance of the end-to-
end system. However, such inconsistencies (typos and paraphrases)
should be handled by the QA component, since they do not originate
from the context interpretation errors but are inherent in the stand-
alone questions as well.
QR completeness. The level of detail required to answer a par-
ticular question is often not apparent and depends on the collection.
There are cases in which original questions without rewriting were
already sufficient to retrieve the correct answers from the passage
collection (see last row of the Table 5). For example, original ques-
tion: “What is the functionalist theory?”, human rewrite: “What is
the functionalist theory in sociology?” However, in another question
from the same dialogue, omitting the same word from the rewrite
leads to retrieval of an irrelevant passage, since there are multiple
alternative answers. This class of errors also corresponds to the
variance evident from the Figure 8, since a one-word difference
between two questions may have a very little effect on the answer
ranking as well as a dramatic change in the question interpretation.
This effect, however, interacts with the size and diversity of the
Table 6: Break-down analysis of all extractive QA results for
the CANARD dataset, similar to Table 5.
Original QR Human F1 > 0 F1 ≥ 0.5 F1 = 1
× × × 847 (136) 1855 (235) 2701 (332)
✓ × × 174 193 181
× ✓ × 19 35 (2) 40 (1)
✓ ✓ × 135 153 120
× × ✓ 141 288 232
✓ × ✓ 65 (1) 57 (1) 40
× ✓ ✓ 226 324 269
✓ ✓ ✓ 3964 (529) 2666 (428) 1988 (333)
Total 5571 (666)
collection content. Some of the questions were correctly answered
even with underspecified questions, e.g., original question: “What
are some ways to avoid injury?”, human rewrite: “What are some
ways to avoid sports injuries?”, because of the collection bias. The
idea behind the question rewriting approach is to learn patterns
that correct for such semantic differences independent from the
collection content, similar to how humans resolve such cases, based
on their knowledge of language and the world.
7 CONCLUSION
Question rewriting (QR) is a challenging task that attempts to learn
linguistic patterns that signal and resolve ambiguity in question
formulation. The core idea to develop QR as a separate component
is that the context understanding and question formulation are
independent from the knowledge collection process, i.e. the way
humans approach this by relying on their linguistic and world
knowledge. Our experimental results show that human intuition
about correct rewrites is sub-optimal but it allows to establish a
mechanism that performs well across different datasets.
We showed in an end-to-end evaluation that question rewriting
is an effective method to extend existing question answering (QA)
approaches to conversational settings, which establishes new state
of the art on both retrieval and extractive conversational QA tasks
on the TREC CAsT and CANARD datasets. The advantage of our ap-
proach is the ability to reuse existing non-conversational QAmodels
for passage retrieval and extractive QA subtasks out-of-the-box. An
end-to-end conversational QA system requires integration of all
three components. Here, we focused exclusively on the integration
of the first component responsible for the question formulation,
and analyzed its effect on the other two components. By producing
explicit representations of the question interpretation, question
rewriting makes conversational QA results more explicable and
the contribution of the individual components more transparent,
which enable us to conduct a thorough performance analysis. Our
analysis demonstrates sensitivity of both QA models to differences
in question formulation, which calls for more adequate evaluation
setups that are able to reflect model robustness.
We compared two QA models side by side and discovered major
differences in their interaction with the QR component. The role of
question rewriting is especially prominent in the case of retrieval
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QA where the candidate answer space is so large that any ambi-
guity in question formulation results in a very different answer.
In contrast, the extractive QA model setup is optimized for recall
and tends to produce answers for questions that are ambiguous or
unanswerable given the passage. Since the accuracy of the retrieval
component is twice as low as the proportion of answerable ques-
tions in the CANARD (QuAC) dataset, integration of the two QA
components is likely to result in considerable error propagation
from passage retrieval to the answer extraction phase. An impor-
tant direction for future work is to design architectures that will be
able to mitigate this negative effect.
It is important to note that the QR-QA architecture, which we
employed to account for previous conversation turns, is generic
enough to incorporate other types of context, which may incor-
porate a user model or an environment context obtained from
multi-modal data (deictic reference). Experimental evaluation of
QR-QA performance augmented with such auxiliary inputs is a
promising direction for future work.
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